EPISODE 1: REPRESENTING CHILDREN
Lawyers are no strangers to intensity, but even in this
world of trauma and conflict, there would be little
that could rival the domestic violence list day in the
Children’s Court.
This is a place where troubled teenagers are accused of
assaulting their mothers, their fathers or their siblings.
It is a place where the workings of dysfunctional
families are laid bare, where love competes with
conflict, and where there is sometimes no good
outcome.
But working in the Children’s Court also offers the
possibility of redemption, of turning lives around
before it becomes too late, of hope.
Dean Fernandez is an optimistic, upbeat character, and
one of the elite of the Legal Aid NSW Children’s Legal
Service.
He is a High Service User Solicitor, a position created
after research found that 80 per cent of the highest
users of Legal Aid NSW services were children.
“They created a position that deals with the most
vulnerable kids,” Fernandez says.
“It helps to have one dedicated solicitor to deal with
them.”
Dean chooses to work for Legal Aid NSW because it
offers work that is more interesting, specialist, complex
and purpose-filled than the work of a private lawyer.
He chooses the Children’s Court because it is a place
not primarily of punishment, but of redemption.
“The jurisdiction of the Children’s Court is to
rehabilitate children,” he says.
“Oftentimes we need to get into their lives, ask the
questions about how they’re going at school, how
they’re going at home, or under the care of the
Minister.”
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As with the adult criminal
work, legal representation
for those under 18 is shared
between Legal Aid NSW
lawyers—such as Dean—and
private practitioners, who are
paid a fee for their work.
Unlike the adult jurisdiction,
every young person facing a
charge or an AVO application in the Children’s Court of
NSW is entitled to the Children’s Legal Service. There is
no ‘application process’ or tests applied.
For Dean’s boss, Aaron Tang, it’s a badge of honour to
call himself a Legal Aid NSW lawyer, and especially one
who works in the Children’s Legal Service.

“WE ARE CALLED TO BE A VOICE
FOR THE VOICELESS.” —AARON TANG
“Whenever I introduce myself at a dinner party, that is
part of my identity,” he says.
“When people say, ‘Who is Aaron Tang?’, that is one of
the first things that I say.
“We represent a cohort in our society who can’t even
vote on the laws that affect them. As advocates, we are
called to be a voice for the voiceless.”
Though the work is rewarding, it can also be traumatic
and gruelling, so Aaron is keen to promote a wide
range of self-care behaviours.
He says it’s important to encourage a collegiate
atmosphere where lawyers play table football in the
staff kitchen, or go out for a meal together. Most
important is that they talk and debrief.
“Having a life outside of the work that you do is
important … it’s been a really fun place to work and it
helps to live a life as colleagues, but also as friends.”

